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Introduction:  In situ measurements by the Mars 
Science Laboratory (MSL) mission provide a unique 
opportunity to estimate the downwelling longwave 
(LW) radiation at the surface (hereinafter called atmos-
pheric forcing, LW↓). This type of forcing is expected 
to be dominant within the surface energy budget (SEB) 
throughout the day under extremely dusty conditions 
(Fig. 1) such as those occurred during the 2018/Martian 
Year (MY) 34 global dust storm (GDS) [1]. For nominal 
values of atmospheric opacity (τ < 2), this term is ex-
pected to play a significant role in the nighttime SEB, 
and a secondary role in the daytime SEB [2,3]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The surface energy budget under extremely 
dusty conditions. The total amount of energy at the sur-
face available for conduction into the soil is given by G, 
SW↓ is the downwelling shortwave solar radiation flux, 
α is the surface albedo, LW↓ is the downwelling 
longwave radiation flux from the atmosphere, LW↑ is 
the surface upwelling longwave radiation flux, “Sens” 
is the turbulent sensible heat flux, and “Latent” is the 
latent heat flux. 
 

Previous studies used numerical models to calculate 
LW↓ [2,3]. The standard procedure was to tune a model 
to match in situ measurements of surface and air tem-
perature. Here we use in situ measurements taken by the 
Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) and 
Mastcam instruments onboard MSL to calculate LW↓ 
during the 2018/MY34 GDS. We plan to extend these 
calculations to the first 2500 sols of the MSL mission.  
 

Importance: This new MSL dataset will enable in-
vestigations such as: (i) comparison with future in-situ 
measurements of LW↓ taken by the Thermal Infrared 

Sensor onboard the Mars 2020 rover [4], (ii) validation 
of dust radiative parameters under extremely dusty con-
ditions [2], and (iii) possibly indirectly detection of 
nighttime water ice clouds [5]. 

 
Methodology:  We use MSL/REMS measurements 

of ground temperature (Tg) as an upper boundary condi-
tion to solve the heat conduction equation in the soil: 
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where I is the thermal inertia, ρ the soil density, cp the 
soil specific heat, and zd is the depth at which the sub-
surface temperature is constant and equal to Td. The so-
lution to this equation is the vertical profile of the sub-
surface temperature, T(z,t), from which we obtain the 
net heat flux into the ground as: 
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Finally, we calculate the atmospheric radiative forcing 
as:  

 
    𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿↓ =  G −  SW↓(1 − α) + LW↑ +  Sens,    (5) 

 
where SW↓ is obtained using REMS UV measure-
ments, Mastcam opacities and numerical modeling; α 
and I are obtained using the THM 1-D surface-atmos-
phere model described in [5]; Td and zd are obtained 
from Tg measurements [3]; LW↑ is obtained as εσTg

4, 
where ε (~0.97) is the surface emissivity and σ is the 
Boltzmann constant; the sensible heat flux is obtained 
using REMS Tg and air temperature measurements in 
combination with similarity theory [3]; and the latent 
heat flux is neglected due to its low values (< 1 W/m2). 
 

Results: We have applied the methodology de-
scribed above to sol 2072 (LS ~ 187°; τ ~ 0.6), prior to 
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the 2018/MY34 GDS reached Gale, and to sol 2085 (LS 
~ 195°; τ ~ 8.5), when the GDS reached its peak at Gale.  

Fig. 2 shows Tg values measured by REMS (red) and 
G values (black) calculated by solving Eqs. (1–4) on 
both sols. 

 

 
Figure 2. MSL/REMS ground temperature (red) and the 
derived net surface forcing G (black) on sols 2072 (top) 
and 2085 (bottom). To derive G, we have used values of 
I = 300 SI, ρcp =1.2 ×106 SI, zd = 10 cm, and Td = 215 
K on sol 2072, and I = 300 SI, ρcp = 1.2 ×106 SI, zd = 
10 cm, and Td =230 K on sol 2085. I values obtained as 
in [5] and [2],while zd and Td values as in [3]. 

 
Fig. 3 shows the various terms of the SEB on these 

two sols, with LW↓ (highlighted in yellow) obtained 
from Eq. (5) using α = 0.16 on sol 2072 and α = 0.28 
on sol 2085. Of particular interest is the two local max-
ima in LW↓ at ~08:00 and 18:00 LMST on sol 2072, 
and the significant increase of this term on sol 2085, 
when it becomes the dominant term in the SEB.  

The magnitude of our LW↓ values obtained during 
the peak of the GDS (100–200 W/m2) is in excellent 
agreement with those obtained from numerical model-
ing [2]. However, while ours peak at ~10:00 (Fig. 3, bot-
tom), the latter peak at 16:00 LMST (see Fig. 6 in [2]). 
We plan to analyze the causes of this discrepancy. 

 
Ongoing Work: We are currently obtaining hourly 

values of LW↓ for the first 2500 sols of the MSL mis-
sion. This new dataset will be used for the indirect  

 
Figure 3. The various terms of the SEB on sols 2072 
(top) and 2085 (bottom). Upward fluxes are defined as 
negative(cooling) while downward fluxes are defined as 
positive (heating).  

 
detection of water ice clouds at night. In particular, we 
plan to test the hypothesis formulated by [5] that the sig-
nificant increase in water ice opacity from MY 32 to 
MY 33 measured by ChemCam and Navcam during the 
aphelion season (LS 0°–180°) [6,7] can be indirectly de-
tected from an increase in  LW↓ values. Moreover, de-
tails on the selected values of I, α, ε, ρ, cp, zd, and Td, 
and their impact on the obtained LW↓ values will be 
given in a manuscript currently in preparation.   
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